MAKING A HOUSE CALL TO THE ‘DOCTOR’

WHO KNEW? FANS OF BRITISH SCI-FI SERIES FLOCK TO INDIANA FOR TARDIS, DALEK NEEDS

By David Lindquist
david.lindquist@indystar.com

T he building’s exterior is beige, boxy and bland, offering few clues to the fantastic forms held inside.

But on a recent Sunday afternoon, a “My other car is a TARDIS” bumper sticker in the parking lot helped visitors know that they had arrived at the continent’s top retailer of “Doctor Who” memorabilia.

Once a month, Who North America, a work-in-progress on the Miracle Mile, opens its doors to “Wibblyians,” the nickname associated with fans of the red TV series.

> See WHO, Page 75

WHO NORTH AMERICA OPEN HOUSE

WHERE: 2-4 E. 38th St., March 16
WHERE: Who North America, 2005 S. Illinois Ave., Suite A
ADMISSION: Free
INFORMATION: Visit WhoNorthAmerica.com or call (317) 401-8199.

DINING À LA FRENCH MANOR

A renovated Victorian farmhouse near Sheridan seems an unlikely place to open a French restaurant. But Didier and Florence Francon followed their dreams.

KINGS & QUEENS OF COUNTRY

Dance Kleodnest steps out of its comfort zone with a contemporary dance performed to the sounds of Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton and Tanya Wynette.

SHAMROCKS, BLARNEY & BEER

We’ve got your guide to everything: rain, from the growing of the canal and the Downtown St. Patrick’s Day Parade to pub crawls and Shamrock runs.